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Terms and Conditions 

Promotions are valid till 26 May 2023. 

For staff of selected companies participating in Singtel's Corporate Individual Scheme only. Please present your Staff 
Pass and NRIC at all Singtel Retail Shops and Selected Singtel Exclusive Retailers. For Singtel Online CIS Shop, please 
upload electronic copies of your Staff Pass and NRIC before checking out. Please refer to Singtel Online CIS Shop for 
the latest handset prices. 

$200 OFF phones, tablets, lifestyle products on new CIS XO Plus 92 and above plan: Offer is applicable to sign up on 
a new line or port-in to a CIS XO Plus 92 and above plan with 2-year Device Agreement. Offer is not transferrable. Other 
terms and conditions apply. 

$100 OFF phones, tablets, lifestyle products when upgrade to CIS XO Plus 92 and above plan: Offer is applicable to 
re-contracting customers who upgrade to CIS XO Plus 92 and above plan with 2-year Device Agreement. Eligible 
customers can enjoy $100 OFF. Offer is not transferrable. Other terms and conditions apply. 

$100 OFF 5G devices when you sign up with 5G NOW 10GB Mobile Data at $10.10/mth (24 mth contract) on a CIS 
XO Plus 52 plan: Offer is applicable to new and re-contracting customers on a CIS XO Plus 52 plan with 2-year Device 
Agreement. Eligible customer can enjoy $100 OFF selected 5G devices with sign up of 5G NOW 10GB Mobile Data at 
$10.10/mth (24-mth contract). Promotion is also applicable to lifestyle products (e.g. Tablets, Laptop, TV, Secretlab, 
Nintendo Switch, etc) at $0 upfront/discounted prices when they sign up or recontract their CIS XO Plus plans. Offer is 
not transferrable. There is no refund of unutilized amount in cash or other means. Other terms and conditions apply.  

5G NOW 10GB Mobile Data at $10.10/mth (24-mth contract): Offer is applicable to new and re-contracting customers 
on a CIS XO Plus 52 plan with 2-year 5G Device Agreement. Customer will be charged at $15.14/mth. Minimum 
subscription period of 24 months applies. In the event customer terminates 5G 10GB Mobile Data within the minimum 
subscription period, customer must pay an early termination charge of the monthly recurring charge for 5G 10GB Mobile 
Data at usual price multiplied by the number of months remaining in the minimum subscription period. Each CIS XO Plus 
plan is eligible to sign up for one 5G NOW 10GB Mobile Data only. Fair usage policy applies.  

$100 OFF handsets with MobileSwop Unlimited Premium (24-mth contract): Offer is applicable to new and re-
contracting customers on CIS XO Plus plans with 2-year Device Agreement (excluding Samsung Galaxy Fold Series) 
from Singtel shops, Singtel Exclusive Retailers or Singtel.com. Promotion is also applicable to lifestyle products (e.g.  
only Tablets) at $0 upfront/discounted prices when they sign up or recontract their CIS XO Plus plans. Offer is not 
transferrable.  

You are entitled to Unlimited Tech Assist support, Unlimited Swop service requests or 1 Replacement service request 
within a rolling 12 months, starting from the delivery date of the preceding service request. Service Fee is applicable and 
is based on recommended retail purchase price (RRP) of the Registered Device (including GST) on the date you 
purchased the Registered Device, as stated in your Agreement. The swopped or replaced device will be of similar kind, 
quality and functionality to your device. It may be new or refurbished, and may be of a different brand, model and/or 
colour. 4 hours delivery provided Service Request is received between 0800 and 1400, Monday to Saturday, excluding 
Sunday and Public Holidays. Other terms and conditions apply. Visit www.singtel.com/mobileswop for more information  

$30 OFF handsets (Online Exclusive): Offer is applicable for new and re-contracting customers on CIS XO Plus plans 
with 2-year Device Agreement. Not applicable to OPPO Find X5 Pro, OPPO Find X3 Pro, OPPO Reno8 Pro, OPPO 
Reno7z, OPPO Reno7, OPPO Reno8 5G 12RAM, Samsung Galaxy S23, Samsung Galaxy S23 Plus, Samsung Galaxy 
S23 Ultra, Samsung Galaxy Z Fold4 and Flip4, OPPO Reno8 T, OPPO Find N2 Flip, Samsung Galaxy A34, Samsung 
Galaxy A54, iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Pro Max, Samsung Galaxy S22, Samsung Galaxy 
S22 Plus, Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra and Xiaomi Redmi Note 12 Pro Plus 5G. $30 discount is valid for handsets 
purchased at Singtel.com only. Handsets which are eligible for the $30 discount shall be determined by Singtel and may 
be changed without any prior notification. Discount is not applicable to $0 handsets.  

$100 OFF Samsung Galaxy selected models with trade-in of selected handsets: Offer is applicable to new and re-
contracting customers on CIS XO Plus plans with 2-year 5G Device Agreement with trade in of selected handsets in 
working condition. Eligible customer will enjoy additional $100 OFF Samsung Galaxy selected phones (trade-in) on top of 
the trade-in value of the old handset. Offer is not transferable. Other mobile terms and conditions apply. Customers who 
performed trade in at our stores, please also note that trade up is to be completed in SingTel official store upon 
purchased of the new eligible device to enjoy the SingTel offer. Customers who buy via singtel.com and are eligible for 
the additional $100 trade in promotion will have the amount credited into their Singtel bill within 2 billing cycles.  
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$200 OFF Samsung Galaxy selected models with trade-in of selected handsets: Offer is applicable to new and re-
contracting customers on CIS XO Plus plans with 2-year 5G Device Agreement with trade in of selected handsets in 
working condition. Eligible customer will enjoy additional $200 OFF Samsung Galaxy selected phones (trade-in) on top of 
the trade-in value of the old handset. Offer is not transferable. Other mobile terms and conditions apply. Customers who 
performed trade in at our stores, please also note that trade up is to be completed in SingTel official store upon 
purchased of the new eligible device to enjoy the SingTel offer. Customers who buy via singtel.com and are only eligible 
for the additional $200 trade in promotion will have the amount credited into their Singtel bill within 2 billing cycles  

Free Caller ID for 24 months for new or port-in line: Offer is applicable for new (including port-in) customers on CIS 
XO Plus plans with 2-year Device Agreement. Prevailing monthly subscription charge of $5.40 applies respectively from 
the 25th month onwards.  

Free Caller ID for 24 months for recontract line: Offer is applicable to re-contracting customers on CIS XO Plus plans 
with 2-year Device Agreement with McAfee Mobility Security (2 devices, 24-mth contract) at $3.93/mth (UP $4.95/mth). 
Prevailing monthly subscription charge off $5.40 applies respectively from 25th month onwards.  

McAfee Mobile Security (2 devices) at $3.93/mth (UP $4.95/mth) with Caller ID bundle: A 24-month McAfee Mobile 
Security (2 devices) subscription at $3.93/mth (UP $4.95/mth) is required to enjoy FREE Caller ID for 24 months. There 
is a minimum subscription period of 24 months. Early termination charges apply. McAfee Mobile Security (2 devices) is 
chargeable at a promotional rate of $3.93/mth for the first 24 months and is chargeable at $4.95/month from the 25th 
month onwards. 

Singtel Super Stacker: Customers who subscribe to CIS XO Plus 92 and above plan or CIS SIM Only Plus 55 Mobile 
Plans may subscribe to one (1) Super Stacker Mobile add-on per mobile line by paying a promotional subscription fee of 
$29.90/mth (UP $39.90/mth). In the event subscription to Super Stacker Mobile is terminated within the Minimum 
Subscription Period, an early termination charge calculated as follows shall apply: the monthly subscription fee for Super 
Stacker Mobile, multiplied by the number of months remaining in the Minimum Subscription Period (which will include the 
month which termination occurs). Upon termination, all benefits for the Super Stacker Mobile Lines will terminate.  There 
is no refund of unutilized amount in cash or other means. Other terms and conditions 
apply. Visit http://www.singtel.com/superstacker for full terms and conditions on Singtel Super Stacker. 

Free 50GB Local Data for 24 months when you sign up for a CIS XO Plus 288 plan: Offer is applicable to new and 

re-contracting customers on a CIS XO Plus 288 plan with 2-year 5G Device Agreement. Eligible customers enjoy free 

50GB of Mobile Local Data for 24 months. This 50GB local data will cease automatically from the 25th month onwards 

and the data bundle will revert to the original data bundle.  

CIS SIM Only Plan (12 months): Customers must subscribe to a CIS SIM Only Plan with a 12 month contract term. 
Caller ID will be free for 12 months. Thereafter, prevailing monthly subscription charge of $5.40 applies respectively from 
the 13th month onwards. 

CIS SIM Only 60GB at $30.28: Customers must subscribe to a CIS SIM Only Plan that is bundled with 40GB local data 

with a 12-month minimum subscription. They will be given additional free 20GB with 1000 local minutes talk time and 500 

local SMS for 12 months. Monthly subscription will be chargeable at $30.28. Free data will be reflected in MySingtel app/ My 

Account portal within 2 billing cycles. 

CIS SIM Only 100GB at $30.28 (first 6 months), 70GB at $45.42 thereafter: Customers must subscribe to a CIS SIM 

Only Plan that is bundled with 50GB local data with a 12-month minimum subscription. They will be given additional free 

50GB for the first 6 months, and 20GB thereafter bundled with 1000 local minutes talk time and 1000 local SMS for the 

subsequent months. Monthly subscription will be chargeable at $30.28 for the first 6 months and $45.42 thereafter. Free 

data will be reflected in MySingtel app/ My Account portal within 2 billing cycles. 

CIS SIM Only 170GB at $30 (first 6 mths), 90GB at $55.51 thereafter: Customers must subscribe to a SIM Only Plan that 

is bundled with 70GB local data with a 12-month minimum subscription. They will be given additional free 100GB for the first 

6 months, and 20GB thereafter bundled with 1500 local minutes talk time and 1500 local SMS for the subsequent months. 

Monthly subscription will be chargeable at $30 for the first 6 months and $55.51 thereafter. Free data will be reflected in 

MySingtel app/ My Account portal within 2 billing cycles. 

Other terms and conditions apply. Singtel Mobile reserves the right to amend, change or withdraw any terms or 

conditions without prior notice. 
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